




















































































The DND.DOC file contains information on some of the areas of 
the game. It is recommended that a hardcopy of the documenta
tion be made for future reference. There are useful tables that 
will be nice to reference while playing the game. 

There are many aspects of the game that must be learned while 
exploring the dungeon in DND. 

Comments: DND is an excellent adventure game with the added 
feature of the graphic display with real-time mode. 

TABLE CRating; (1), (2), (5), (7), (10) 

HUG PiN 885-8035-37 MS-DOS 
DOCUMAT Formatter 

And DOCU LIST ........................... $20.00 

Introduction: DOCUMAT is a word processor which formats 

text to specific parameters. The nu merous options make this for
matter one of the most powerful of its kind. DOCULIST will pre
view and print files that have been processed with DOCU
MAT. 

Requirements: These programs require the ZDOS or MSDOS 
Operating System on an H/z-100 computer system (not PC). A 
printer is required for hardcopy printouts of the documents 
created with DOCUMAT. 

The following programs are included on the HUG pi N 885-8035

37 DOCUMAT Formatter And DOCULIST Disk: 

DOCUMAT .COM TESTFILE 
DOCULIST .COM README .DOC 
MACLIB .DOC 

Program Authors; Neal A. and Susan VanEck 

Program Content: This program is a word processing system 
which will produce neatly formatted documents. DOCUMAT 
takes a file of text which you have already entered using your 
editor and including DOCUMAT commands, and formats it for 

final printout according to your specifications. Great flexibility is 
allowed for page layout and text control. Simple commands you 

TABLE C 
ProduGI Raling 

10 - Very Good 
9 - Good 
8 - Average 

Rating values 8-10 are based on the ease of use. the programming technique used. 
and the efficiency of the product. 

7- Has hardware limilations [memory. disk storage. ele.] 

6 - Requiras spoeial programming leehnique 

5 - Requires addilional or spoeial hardware 

4 - Requires a prinler 

3· Uses the Spocial Funelion Keys (f1.f2.f3.elc.] 

2· Program runs in Real Time" 

1 -Single-keystroke input 

o -Uses the H19 [HIZ89] escape codes (graphics, reverse video] 


Real Time - a program that does not require interactivity with the user. This 
term usually refers to games that continue to execute With or without the input of 
the player, e.g . pIn 885-1103 or 885-1211 [-37] SEA BATTLE. 

REMark • November • 1985 

insert into your text file specify such things as margin control, 
paragraph indentation or page size, and tell when to indent, tab, 
or underline. Sentences are automatically capitalized and sep
arated by two spaces, and new pages are started automatically or 
whenever you wish. 

The program allows for setting right justification of text. It pro
vides a set of ten counters (numeric and alphabetic) for use in 
nu mbering pages, sections, chapters, prefixes, etc. It allows up to 
nine (9) footnotes per page, automatically numbering them as 
they appear. It automatically generates a Table of Contents of the 
text. It has the facility to INCLUDE (or merge) a separate file any
where in the main text. It provides for interactive sessions while 
processing. The most useful tool is the powerful macro facili 
ty. 

DOCUMAT has Global Commands, which apply to the entire 
text, and Control Commands, which control the text immedi
ately following the command. The following is a list of some of 
the commands available for the DOCUMAT formatter: 

GLOBAL Commands: 

CTRk - set numeric counter k 
CTRn - set alphabetiC counter n 
CYCLE - cycle page number for facing pages 
HEAD - print the running head 
JUSTIFY - set for right justification 

LINES - set maximum number of lines per page 

LMARGIN - set left margin 
NUMBER - print page numbers 
PAGE - format paging parameters 
PARAGRAPH - indent paragraphs 
PSPACING - line spacing between paragraphs 
SHIFT - indent all text for right & left pages 
SPACING - spaces between Ii nes 
TMARGIN - set top margin for first line per page 
WIDTH - set the number of characters per line 

CONTROL Commands: 

A - all lines of text following will be copied without 
change 

AR - align right (move the text to the right margin) 
B - begin bold face text 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
For Visa and MasterCard phone orders; telephone Heath Company Parts Depart

ment at (616) 982-3571 . Have the part number(s), descriptions, and quantity 

ready for quick processing. By mail; send order, plus 10% postage and handling 

($1.00 minimum charge. up to a maximum of $5.00. UPS is $1.75 minimum -- no 

maximum on UPS. UPS Blue Label is $4.00 minimum.). to Heath Company Parts 

Department, Hilltop Road, Sf. Joseph, MI 49085. Visa and MasterCard require 

minimum $10.00 order. 


Any questions or problems regarding HUG software or REMark magazine should 
be directed to HUG at (616) 982-3463. REMEMBER-Heath Company Parts Depart
ment is NOT capable of answering questions regarding software or REMark. 

NOTE 
The [-37] means the product is availab(e in hard-sector or soft-sector. 
Remember, when ordering the soft-sectored format, you must include the 
"-37" after the part number; e.g. 885-1223-37. 
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